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                                                        VIRGO SEPTEMBER HOROSCOPE 

September, 2023 

General 
Virgo is a common and earthy sign and is 

ruled by Mercury. These natives will be 

intelligent in their moves. Analytical skills and 

logic are a handy tool for these natives. 

Natives belonging to this sign usually have 

more business knowledge and possess keen 

interest with respect to the same. Multi 

tasking is a unique quality within these natives 

and they are able to execute the same in well 

defined manner. 

The Monthly Horoscope of September 2023 

reveals that during this month, the natives 

belonging to the Virgo zodiac sign will observe 

moderate results as Jupiter, Rahu is in the 

eighth house. Saturn will be placed in the sixth 

house as the fifth and sixth house lord. 

Mars as the third and eighth house lord and as 

the energy planet occupies the second house 

from 3rd October, 2023. 

This month will give moderate results when it 

comes to relationships as to the position of 

nodal planets; Rahu and Ketu are placed in the 

second and eighth houses respectively. 

Saturn is placed in the sixth house from the 

Moon sign and due to this success ratio will 

be good when it comes to taking efforts with 

respect to career. More service mindedness 

will be possible among these natives. Saturn 

will be in retrogression and due to this there 

could be a backlog or delays in work being 

done by these natives. 

But these natives need to take care of their 

individual health as Jupiter is occupying the 

eighth house along with Rahu. Financial 

problems and health problems will be present 

for these natives due to the unfavorable 

placement of Jupiter. 

But the placement of Jupiter in the eighth 

house might not be favorable for expansion 

and for venturing into new things during this 

month. Career position as a whole will bring 

these natives with new opportunities and such 

opportunities may bestow these natives with 

high levels of satisfaction and this will be 

possible due to the placement of Saturn in the 

sixth house. 

The placement of Jupiter in the eighth house 

may confer these natives with interest in 

spiritual knowledge and enhancing the same. 

Also, there are possible chances for these 

natives to gain through inheritance. 

Read the horoscope in detail to know how this 

month of September will be for your life and 

how you will get results in the fields of family, 

career, health, love, etc. 

   



Finance 
According to the Monthly Horoscope September 2023, the people who are born under this Virgo 

Zodiac Sign could witness an increase in expenses during this month as Jupiter will be in the eighth 

house along with Rahu. Venus the planet for love occupies the eleventh house in retrogression. 

The above denotes huge expenses that these natives might need to bear for meeting with unwanted 

commitments. This placement of Venus denotes that these natives may be put to loss of money 

also. Natives would need to go for higher loans to meet their requirements and this could cause 

botheration for them. 

Jupiter's placement in the ninth house of the moon sign may not meet the needs of the natives since 

costs may be spiraling out of control, necessitating the need for loans. Jupiter's position may be 

causing commitments to grow rapidly, and natives might find it challenging to fulfill them. 

Saturn is positioned advantageously in the sixth house, which indicates that these natives may be 

successful in their endeavors to make money. These people may be able to meet their obligations by 

gaining through loans this month, but Ketu's placement in the second house could cause whatever 

money they make to disappear. It might be difficult for the natives to gain and save a high level of 

money. 

If the natives are in business, then this month may not be highly profitable for them. If it is any other 

business also, natives could find this month to be hard to receive high profits and may not be in a 

position to compete with their competitors. 

Health 
According to the September 2023 Monthly Horoscope, those born under the Virgo Zodiac Sign will 

enjoy fair health this month due to Jupiter's favorable position in the ninth house, which might also 

cause these individuals to have health issues including headaches and digestive issues. 

Additionally, until October 2023, Rahu will be in the ninth house with Jupiter. 

Then, given that Ketu is in the second house, the placement of the nodal planets Rahu and Ketu in 

the second and eighth houses of the moon sign might not have been favorable for these people as 

they could be more susceptible to eye-related diseases. 

When Rahu and Jupiter are both in the eighth house for certain natives, it may make tumor-related 

issues worse. Additionally, these people might experience obesity-related issues. These locals might 

have to follow a strict diet and fitness routine in order to prevent obesity. 

However, since Saturn is in the sixth house, it's possible that these natives won't have any significant 

health issues and may even be more immune. These natives could be maintaining a strong 

resistance in order to stay healthy. 



Love/Marriage/Personal Relations 
The Monthly Horoscope September 2023 elucidates that people, who are in love might not find this 

month to be encouraging for love as Jupiter is placed in the eighth house and the nodal planets 

Rahu and Ketu are in the second and eighth house. 

Venus the planet for love occupies the twelfth house in retrogression and occupies this position till 

second October 2023. Due to the above, natives who are in love may not feel the charm in love life 

and also the same applies for the natives who are married. There could be some arguments among 

couples due to lack of understanding and all these will be possible in the form of sensitive issues. 

 

Saturn as the fifth house lord occupies the sixth house with respect to the Moon sign and due to this 

these natives may lose their temperament with their beloved most of the time. Natives who are yet 

to get married might need to wait for more time and those who are in married life may not get the 

required satisfaction that they require. 

Family & Friends 
According to the Monthly Horoscope for September 2023, the people who are born under this Virgo 

Zodiac Sign could be facing some confusions in their family. Confusions could rise due to ego 

problems that may be present among family members and also increasing commitments in the 

family. This will happen due to the placement of Jupiter in the eighth house as the fourth house lord. 

Due to Jupiter as the fourth house lord placed in the eighth house with Rahu this month there could 

be chances for bitterness in the family. 

The presence of Saturn in the sixth house and its aspect over Jupiter in the eighth house may lead to 

misunderstanding in the family. Such misunderstandings in the family might arise due to money 

issues and disputes in the family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AUGUSTS’ MOTIVATIONAL QUOTES FOR 

THE MONTH 

 

 

“If you are reading this, congratulations you are 
alive! If that’s not something to smile about, what is? 

 

 

“ It’s never too late to be, what you might have been!” 

 

 

“ If you don’t like the road you are walking on, pave 
another!” 

 

 

“Hope = Hold On Pain Ends” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE FOLLOWING ARE SELECTIONS OF MEMBERS ART 

BY DEBBIE 

 

 

 



From Phil. 

 



 

 



 



 

 



From the Arrowhead Garden! 

 

 

Events For September 
4th – closed for STAT 
14th – 12noon – free hearing tests at Arrowhead 
23rd – 9am – Annual Garage Sale and BBQ 
2nd Oct – closed for STAT 
 
Regular for members 
Tuesdays 11am – Drama 
Tuesdays 1pm - Gardening 
Wednesday – 1pm Weekly Decision-Making Meeting  
Thursdays 1pm – Kitchen Meeting 
Fridays 11am – Yoga 



August most answered morning question: 

              

What is your dream car? 

 

ANSWERS: 

FOYE: AC COBRA. 

JILL: 1967 427 BIG BLOCK SHELBY AC COBRA. 

( SHE WAS MAD FOYE BEAT HER TO IS SO SHE HAD TO HAVE MORE 

DETAIL!). 

TAMARA: WV VAN OR DEISEL TRUCK. 

MATT: MERCURY BOBCAT. 

SUZY/SASHA: PUNCH BUGGY! 

CASSANDRA: BIG MOTORHOME ( YES, THAT COUNTS). 

CRYSTAL S. : GREEN DODGE CHARGER SR HELLCAT. 

 

Arrowhead would like to send a huge shout out of Thanks this month to all 

our members, not mentioning any names like Niki, Matt, Fred and Steve, for 

continually stepping in and ensuring things like our lunches are served on 

time, or the outdoor garbage’s are kept clean. It’s people like you that help 

keep this Clubhouse functioning smoothly. 

 

         

 

 

 



We are pleased to announce the comeback of  “The “creative writing 
comeback” with a fresh new submission from Melanie! 

 
THE GYPSY’S SONG. 
 The king to his hall, and the steed to his stall, And the cit to his bilking board; But we are not 
bound to an acre of ground, For our home is the houseless sward. 
 
We sow not, nor toil; 
yet we glean from the soil 
As much as its reapers do; 
And wherever we rove, 
we feed on the cove 
Who gibes at the mumping crew. CHORUS. —So the king to his hall, etc. 
 
We care not a straw for the limbs of the law, Nor a fig for the cuffin queer; While Hodge and his 
neighbour shall lavish and labour,  Our tent is as sure of its cheer. CHORUS. —So the king to his 
hall, etc. 
 
The worst have an awe 
 of the harman’s [constable] claw, 
And the best will avoid the trap; [bailiff] But our wealth is as free of the bailiff’s see As our necks 
of the twisting crap. [gallows] 
     CHORUS. — So the king to his hall, etc. 
 
  They say it is sweet to win the meat 
For the which one has sorely wrought; 
  But I never could find that we lacked the mind 
  For the food that has cost us nought!      CHRUS. — So the king to his hall, etc. 
 And when we have ceased from our fearless feast 
  Why, our jigger [door] will need no bars; Our sentry shall be on the owlet’s tree, And our lamps 
the glorious stars. 
 
CHORUS.  So the king to his hall, and the steed to his stall, And the cit to his bilking board; But 
we are not bound to an acre of ground,  For our home is the houseless sward. 
 
EDWARD BULWER-LYTTON (1803-1873) (The Disowned) 
 
 
 
If you are interested in submitting your: 
Art 
Poetry 
Photography, or any other creative pieces,  please email your submissions to  fhatton@sccss.ca 
Or jstones@sccss.ca by the last week of the month. 

 

See you in October! 
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